The Schwarz lemmas are well-known characterizations for holomorphic maps and we exhibit two examples of their applications. For a sequence family of biholomorphisms f j , it is useful to determine the location of f j (q) for a fixed point q in source manifolds (see Proposition 2.1). With it, we extend the Fornaess-Stout's theorem of (Fornaess and Stout, 1977) in monotone unions of balls to ellipsoids in Section 2. In Section 3, we discuss the curvature bounds of complete Kähler metric on ⋊ domains defined in (Liu, 2014) with an idea of (Yang, 1976) .
Introduction
In (Fornaess and Stout, 1977) , it was shown that if a m-dimensional complex (Kobayashi) hyperbolic manifold M admits a monotone union of m-dimensional balls via f j , then the manifold M is biholomorphic onto the unit ball B m . Here, by M admitting a monotone union of balls via f j , we mean that 1. there exists a sequence of open subsets M j ⊂ M so that M j ⋐ M j+1 , 2. each M j is biholomorphic, by f j , to the m-dimensional unit ball B m , and 3. M = ∪M j .
In Section 2, we will follow this fashion and exhibit a theorem about monotone unions of ellipsoids E n := {(z, w) ∈ C 2 : |z| 2 + |w| 2n < 1}. Please note this topic is different with the work about automorphism groups and for the latter, readers are referred to (Bedford and Pinchuk, 1991) , (Bedford and Pinchuk, 1998) , (Greene and Krantz, 1991) , (Greene and Krantz, 1993) , (Rosay, 1979) and (Wong, 1977) .
Kobayashi metrics have a lot of applications and interesting overlaps with Teichmüller metrics. However, it is not very easy to be calculated. Especially, after different geometric flows were introduced, the Kobayashi metric is difficult to be manipulated by differential equations. So in this article, we will assume M to be a complex manifold with the holomorphic sectional curvature bounded from above by a negative number. The readers should be warned that this condition is slightly stronger than (Kobayashi) hyperbolicity due to a theorem of Greene-Wu in (Greene and Wu, 1979) .
Let M be a hermitian complex manifold with a holomorphic sectional curvature bounded from above by a negative number and Ω be any complete Kähler manifold with the Ricci curvature bounded from below. Then all holomorphic maps F from Ω into M follow a rule, namely, the Schwarz lemma. For the detail and background, we will introduce them in the Section 1. The reader should note provided a complete Bergman metric on M and replacing ellipsoids with strongly pseudoconvex domains in the Theorem 2.1, one can show M is biholomorphic to a ball easily by an argument like (Klembeck, 1978 ) but we will not discuss it here (see the Remark 1). The results in Section 2 are expected to hold for (Kobayashi) hyperbolic M , but, again, we will not discuss it here because it will be not about Schwarz lemma.
The other application in this note is about the curvature bounds. After the Schwarz lemma of (Yau, 1978) , Yang was able to show, by Yau's Schwarz lemma, that there does not exit a complete Kähler metric on polydiscs admitting holomorphic bisectional curvature bounded above and below. This argument was used to show product manifolds in (Seshadri and Zheng, 2008) and the argument was also polished by (Seo, 2012) . For almost-Hermitian manifold, please refer to (Tosatti, 2007) and (Fan, Tam, and Yu, 2014) . In Section 3, we show a type of domains which are not biholomorphic, in general, to product manifolds but have the similar properties as the one Yang discovered.
Preliminary and fundamental facts
Royden's Schwarz lemma generalized the classical Schwarz lemma and Ahlfors' Schwarz lemma. In this note, we will use this version of Schwarz lemma. Theorem 1.1 (the Schwarz lemma of (Royden, 1980) ). Let f : M → N be a holomorphic mapping from a complete Kähler manifold (M, g) with its Ricci curvature bounded from below by a negative constant −k into a Hermitian manifold (N, h) with its holomorphic sectional curvature bounded from above by a negative constatnt −K. If ν is the maximal rank of the map f , then
In Section 2, we show a theorem about unions of ellipsoids via f j . Basically, we want to find a biholomorphism on the source manifolds by passing to the limit of f j . However, the most difficult part is that there is an interior pint q and a series biholomorphism f j so that f j (q) approaches to the boundary. In this case, the limit of f j will be a map with degenerated Jacobian, rather than a biholomorphism. The essential part to resolve this difficulty is using Schwarz lemmas to find relation between Jf j (q) and the location of f j (q). With this, we can composite each f j with a injective holomorphic map φ j so that the Jocobian of composition det Jφ j • f j has non vanishing limit. And then we can discuss the biholomorphisms φ j • f j with their limit.
The other application in this note is exhibited in the Section 3. It is obtained from modifying the well-known Yang's argument. For convenience, we give some preliminaries here. The interested readers are referred to (Kim and Lee, 2011) . The following theorem was used in Yang's argument. Theorem 1.2 (the almost maximal principles of (Yau, 1978) ). Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold M with the Ricci curvature bounded from below, then for any C 2 smooth function f : M → R that is bounded from above, there exists a sequence {p k } such that
We introduce some terminology. Let (M, J, h) be a Kähler mainifold M of dimension m with a Kähler metric h and a complex structure J. The curvature tensor R on (M, J, h) is given by
Monotone unions of Ellipsoids
In this section, we discuss monotone unions of ellipsoids E n := {(z, w) :
Take an arbitrary point q ∈ M , and let j → ∞, then f j (q) has a limit point, possibly after passing to a subsequence, because the image of f j is Ω which is bounded. Then the location of limits of f j (q) has two different cases, an interior point of Ω or a boundary point at ∂Ω.
The following lemma settle the case that the limit of f j (q) is an interior point of Ω. From now on, we will not distinguish the convergence and the subsequence. We hope it will not confuse the reader.
Lemma 2.1. Let M be a m-dimensional complex manifold with a holomorphic sectional curvature bounded from above by a negative number −K and assume M is a monotone union of Ω ⊂ C m via f j where Ω is a bounded domain in C m with a complete Kähler manifold with the Ricci curvature bounded from below by a negative number −k. We also assume there exists an interior point
Proof. We first show that M is biholomorphic into Ω. Since Ω is bounded, f j is a normal family of biholomorphisms. Let f j converge to a holomorphic map F . Considering the inverses {f
, we want to show they are locally bounded at least in a small geodesic ball B p centered p ∈ Ω with radius ǫ > 0. Indeed, by the Schwarz lemma in (Royden, 1980) ,
We also take arbitrarily z ∈ B p and now we have
for j > N . This means f −1 j is locally bounded in B p and we denote G by its limit. One can see now F •G(z) = z in B p because both limits of f j and f −1 j are uniformly convergent on compact subsets of B p . It implies det Jf j (q) → 0 and hence the limit of (det Jf j )(z) is nowhere vanishing for arbitrary z ∈ M , where J denotes the Jacobian. The reason is what follows. By the Cauchy estimates, the fact that {f j } ∞ j=1 implies that {det Jf j } ∞ j=1 is also normal. But {det Jf j } j=1 is nowhere zero for each j > 0 because f j is biholomorphism and then by Hurwitz theorem, det JF is a zero function or nowhere zero. And the conclusion follows by the fact that det Jf j (q) → 0. Now det Jf j (z) → 0 for all z ∈ M and hence det JF (z) is nonzero everywhere which also implies F (M ) is open by the open mapping theorem.
It is the time to show F is also 1-1. Indeed, otherwise, there are two interior points z 0 , w 0 ∈ M so that d Ω (f j (z 0 ), f j (w 0 )) → 0 and we consider the Schwarz lemma of Royden (Royden, 1980) for f
Since det Jf j (z) does not approach to zero for all z ∈ M , f (z) does not approach to a boundary point. Specifically, f j (z 0 ), f j (w 0 ) do not approach to the boundary of Ω where the Käheler metric blows up, and so d Ω (f j (z 0 ), f j (w 0 )) → 0 implies z 0 = w 0 by the Equation (2). So F is 1-1 and M is a taut manifold. We can show now M is biholomorphic onto Ω. For this, we just need to show G is 1-1. We use a well-known argument here. Again by F we denote the limit of f j and by G, we denote the limit of f −1 j . Since M is taut, both of them make sense now. Suppose z ′ , z ′′ ∈ Ω and G(z ′ ) = G(z ′′ ),
Let j → ∞. Since both {f
By the similar argument, we can verify the following corollary. Instead of looking at only the exhaustive subsets of M in the previous lemma, the following corollary consider both exhaustive subsets of M and Ω. It is also a key to the problem of monotone unions of ellipsoids.
Corollary 2.1. Let M be a m-dimensional complex manifold with holomorphic sectional curvature bounded from above by a negative number −K and assume
Suppose Ω is a bounded domain in C m and Ω j is a complete Kähler manifold with the Ricci curvatures bounded from below by a same negative number −k independent with j. We also assume there exists a point q ∈ M so that det Jf j (q) → 0 then F is 1-1 and hence M is taut.
For the sake of completeness, we also include a short outline of proof.
Outline of proof.
Since Ω is bounded, Ω j ⊂ Ω is bounded too for each j > 0. Hence {f j } ∞ j=1 is still normal. By the det Jf j (q) → 0, we can see det Jf j (z) → 0 everywhere for z ∈ M , where {det Jf j (z)} ∞ j=1 is normal because of the Cauchy estimates. This means, for any z ∈ M , f j (z) does not approach to ∂Ω. So by the Schwarz lemma of (ibid.), we find the limit F of f j is 1-1. Moreover, this means M is taut.
The Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 2.1 tell us that if there exists one point q such that f j (q) → p ∈ Ω, then for any point z ∈ M , we have f j (z) approaching to an interior point of Ω. Furthermore, the limit of f j forms a biholomorphism. However, this is not the only case. Indeed, sometimes f j (q) can approach to a boundary point of Ω and this brings trouble for getting the biholomorphism. For example if Ω is of finite type, then the image of F = lim j→∞ f j will be a constant function which of course cannot be the biholomorphic map we look for. The reason why the limit is a constant map is the det Jf j (q) → 0. So we need to composite each f j with a biholomorphic map φ j so that the result map det Jφ j • f j has a nonzero limit. To find the appropriate φ j we need to estimate the speed of decay for det Jf j (q). It appears the speed of decay can be arbitrary, but indeed, the decay is constrained by the location of f j due to an application of the Schwarz lemma as follows.
Proposition 2.1. Let M be a m-dimensional complex manifold with the holomorphic sectional curvature bounded from above by a negative number −K and assume M is a monotone union of Ω ⊂ C m via f j where Ω is a bounded domain in C m with a complete Bergman metric with the Ricci curvature bounded from below by a negative number −k. We also assume there exists a point q ∈ M so that f j (q) → p ∈ ∂Ω where p is strongly pseudoconvex. Then
η for some positive η, where δ is the distance function of Ω.
Proof. For f −1 j , by the Schwarz lemma of (Royden, 1980) , we have (f −1 j ) * g M ≤ Cg Ω for some constant C where g M is the metric on M and by g Ω , we denote the Bergman metric of Ω. In local coordinates, we have for any tangent vector
where we denote the conjugate transpose by ′ and matrices of g M and g Ω by G M and G Ω respectively. For each j > 0, we let o = f j (q) and we have
Without loss of the generality, we pick up the coordinates on M at q so that G m is identity matrix.
) and by Minkowski determinant theorem, we also have
But G Ω is a metric around a strongly pseudoconvex point p, so by (Fefferman, 1974) , it is equivalent to the ∂∂(log δ) up to nonzero constant. Moreover, by computation the second order Taylor expansion of δ at p, we also have
for some c 0 > 0, when o close to p. Again, put o = f j (q), we have
for sufficient big j > 0. Since det Jf −1 j (f j (q)) det Jf j (q) = id, we have, by the Equation (3) and (4), that
, and thus get the desired result.
One of the main techniques in this paper was motivated by a simple observation in one variable. Specifically, a small disc can approaches to a bigger disc by certain Möbius transforms of the bigger disc.
Lemma 2.2 (Two discs lemma). Suppose there is a faimily of Möbius transfrom on the unit disc ψ j (z) = z + α j 1 +ᾱ j z where α j ∈ R and α j → 1. We also define a small disc Proof. By the condition, we want to get {z ∈ C 2 : |f j (z) − b| < 1 − b} for each j.
Thus for the j-th step, it is a disc centered at
with radius
Let us calculate the limit of o j ,
by L'Hôpital's rule. For the same reason, r k → 1 as j → ∞.
The imitation to balls are also available.
Lemma 2.3 (Two balls lemma). Suppose there are a faimily of automorphisms
on the unit ball B m where α j ∈ R and α j → 1. We also define a small ball B s in the same dimension center at (b, 0) ∈ R with radius 1 − b where b > 0 close to 1. Then ψ
By calculation, we have
Again, by L'Hôpital's rule, one can see the formula in the Equation (5) approaches to
Theorem 2.1. Let M be a 2-dimensional complex manifold with holomorphic sectional curvature bounded from above by a negative number −K and assume M is a monotone union of ellipsoids E n := {(z, w) : |z| 2 + |w| 2n < 1} for some n ∈ Z + via f j . Then M is biholomorphic onto E n or the unit ball B 2 .
Remark 1. Indeed, when f j (q) approaches to a strongly pseudoconvex point, for some q ∈ M , one can have a more general result, by using the argument of (Klembeck, 1978) provided a complete Bergman metric on M . However, we will not discuss it because it will be not an application of the Schwarz lemma.
Proof. If there exists a point q ∈ M so that f j (q) → p ∈ E n where p is an interior point of E n then by the Lemma 2.1, M is biholomorphic to E n . Now we analyze the cases that f j (q) → p ∈ ∂E n . It is well known on ∂E n , there are only two types of boundary points: weakly pseudoconvex points (e iθ , 0) where θ ∈ [0, 2π) and strongly pseudoconvex on all other boundary points.
Let f j (q) → p where p is weakly pseudoconvex. Without loss of generality, we assume p = (1, 0). For each f j and f j (q) = (a j , b j ), we composite it with an automorphism ψ j of E n so that (a j , b j ) maps to (0, b ′ j ) for some b ′ j ∈ R. Indeed, this is possible by letting
where θ j is the argument of b j and thus
is an interior point of E n . By the lemma 2.1, we finish constructing the biholomorphism by passing ψ j • f j to the limit and in this case M is biholomorphic to E n . For the case of b ′ 0 = 1, we get (0, b ′ j ) → (0, 1) which means it approaches to a strongly pseudoconvex point. We discuss it in the next paragraph.
Before we proceed to the case that p is strongly pseudoconvex, we simplify it a little bit. If f j (q) = (a j , b j ) → p = (a 0 , b 0 ), where b 0 = 0, then we composite each f j with ψ j which maps
is not necessarily to be an interior point. If it is interior point of Ω, by the Lemma 2.1, we get again M is biholomorphic to E n , otherwise, ψ j • f j (q) approaches to a boundary point (0, b ′ 0 ) which is strongly pseudoconvex. Without loss of generality, we assume b ′ 0 = 1. From now on, we writef j instead of
The ellipsoid, by translation, has a defining function
On the other side the ball B l center at (0, 1) with radius 1 has a defining function |z| 2 + |w| 2 < 2ℜw and the ball B s center at (0, n) with radius n has a defining function 1 n |z| 2 + 1 n |w| 2 < 2ℜw.
So B s ⊂ E n ⊂ B l and they are tangent to each other at (0, 0). Without loss of generality, we assume B l = B 2 by translation and zooming. We also know f j (q) = (0, b ′ j ) where b ′ j → 1 as j → ∞. By the Lemma 2.1, we see |Jf j (q)| ηδ(f j (q)) m+1 2 , which implies in our case that
2 . We define
.
But the last term never vanishes. Thus the limit F of φ −1 j •f j has nontrivial image. Moreover, the image of F is B 2 because by the two balls lemma φ
At the last, we check the injectivity of F . Firstly, the Bergman metric on E n is of invariance under φ −1 j . Thus the discussion of the Bergman metric on φ −1 j (E n ) makes sense. Since det JF is nowhere vanishing, for any z 0 , w 0 ∈ M so that lim φ
Hence F is injective which completes the proof.
Remark 2. The proof above also gives a example of a unit ball which is a monotone union of ellipsoids by letting
Without much effort, one can show the following corollary.
Corollary 2.2. Let M be a m-dimensional complex manifold with holomorphic sectional curvature bounded from above by a negative number −K and assume M is a monotone union of balls with the same dimension, then M is biholomorphic onto B m .
An application to ⋊ domains
In (Liu, 2014) , the author defined a generalized bidisc D⋊e iθ(z) H + := {(z, w) : z ∈ D, w ∈ e iθ(z) H + }, where D is the unit disc, H + is the upper half plane, θ is a continuous real function depending on z and e iθ(z) H + is the upper half plane rotated by the angle θ(z). It has a noncompact automorphism group and share some properties with the bidisc. Indeed, when θ(z) is a zero function, D ⋊ e iθ(z) H + is biholomorphic to a bidisc.
In this section, we will use a well-known argument of (Yang, 1976) to exhibit there does not exist a complete Kähler metric with holomorphic bisectional curvature between two negative numbers. Indeed, we can extend it a little more with the Schwarz lemma of (Royden, 1980) as follows. Indeed, although Yang's argument has certain requirement on both variables of {(z, w) : z, w ∈ D}, it is possible to relax the requirement for the second variable in our proof. Of course similar results for higher dimensions hold for the same reason. But our intention here is only to attract more attention to ⋊ domains and will not exhaust all possibilities. We will also use a modified argument from (Seo, 2012) .
Proof. We assume the conclusion is not true. Let us denote the Poincaré metric by g and the complete Kähler metric on D ⋊ e iθ(z) H + by h. For each z, we define i z (w) = (z, ie iθ(z) 1 + w 1 − w ) from D onto e iθ(z) H + . We get i * h ≤ 4 c g because the Ricci curvature of D is −4. Thus,
iθ(z) 1 + w 1 − w ) 4 |1 − w| 4 ≤ 4 c(1 − |w| 2 ) 2 (6) and we have h 22 (z, ie iθ(z) 1 + w 1 − w ) ≤ |1 − w| 4 c(1 − |w| 2 ) 2 ≤ 16 c(1 − |w| 2 ) 2 . Since k < π, we find ǫ > 0 such that k + ǫ < π. And because of 0 ≤ θ(z) < k, for any z ∈ D, (z, e i(k+ ǫ 2 ) ) ∈ D ⋊ e iθ(z) H + . We also have, for all z ∈ D, ǫ 2 < k + ǫ 2 − θ(z) < k + ǫ 2 < k + ǫ < π.
We let w = e i(k+ 
By the alomost maximum principle of (Yau, 1978) , a real function T bounded from above on a complete Riemannian manifold M with Ricci curvature bounded below admits a sequence {p k } ∞ k=0 ⊂ M such that However by observing log F (z) which is a real function bounded from above on D, it can not have such sequence {p k } ∞ k=0 ⊂ D. This contradiction completes the proof.
Remark 3. A natural question is if we can relax the restriction for θ(z) in the theorem above.
